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1. 0 INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Energy (DOE) promotes a culture 
of operation in which expression and timely resolu
tion of employee Environment, Safety, & Health 
(ES&H) concerns occurs. Situations in which safety 
and health issues go unaddressed with the possible 
result of avoidable risks to workers, the public 800 
the environment must be avoided. This expectation is 
reflected in the document Top-Level Radiological, 
Nuclear, and Process Safety Standards and Principles 
for TWRS Privatization Contractors, DOFJRL-96-
0006 for the Tank Waste Remediation System 
(TWRS) Privatization Program. 'The principal objec
tive of the Employee Concerns Program (ECP), re
quired by the TWRS Privatization Contract, is to 
promote prompt identification and resolution of em
ployee concerns without the need for sanctions to the 
Contractor or the employee. The alternative to an 
effective concerns management program can be legal 
proceedings or regulatory action. 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

2 .1 Whistleblower Protection 

Federal Law prohibits discrimination against those 
employees who raise safety concerns.. Prohibited 
action by its contractors is acted upon by the DOE in 
several ways. This includes legal protection of em
ployee rights, including directed restoration of em
ployee privileges and benefits if denied by prohibited 
Contractor activity. For most regulated activities, the 
Department of Labor (DOL) is the agency which in
vestigates these situations. Previous action under 
these laws represents a body of legal and administra
tive experience that establishes an accepted practice 
of protected activities. 

In the Energy Policy Act of 1992, a new section on 
worker protection -- 2 I I to the Energy Reorganiza
tion Act of 1974 -- provides additional clarity on the 
description of covered employees and protected activi
ties. DOE contractors, provided nuclear hazards in
demnification under Part I 70d of the Atomic Energy 
Act, are explicitly included. The TWRS Privatization 
Contracts include such indemnification. 

Remedy for reprisal against protected employee ac
tions occurring in Contractor-owned facilities is 
available under 29 CFR 24, administered by the 
DOL. The potentialexists for Privatization Contrac
tor actions to fall under IO CFR 708, a similar regu
lation administered by the DOE if Government-owned 
nuclear facilities or equipment are involved. The ex
pectation of DOE is that employees will usually 
seek redress by means of the DOL rules. Communi
cation of DOE's expectations is addressed in the at-
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tributes section of this guidance document. This 
document will help DOE reviewers to determine the 
adequacy and responsiveness of a Contractor's ECP. 

The Office of Radiological, Nuclear, and Process 
Safety Regulation for TWRS Privatization Contrac
tors, referred to herein as the Regulatory Unit (RU), 
does not investigate Whistleblower complaints for 
purposes of employee protection under the law. 
Complaints of prohibited Contractor activity will be 
referred to the DOL. However, the RU will act to 
ensure that potentially unsafe conditions are promptly 
investigated and remediated, if necessary, to restore 
adequate protection of workers, the public, and the 
environment. 

2. 2 Regulatory Enforcement and Over-
sight 

In addition, the DOE (10 CFR 820) and the NRC (10 
CFR 2 and 19) each provide for additional sanctions 
under their enforcement of nuclear safety rules 800 
regulations if such employee discrimination is deter
mined to result in a substantive diminishment of 
compliance , with nuclear safety requirements. NRC 
enforcement policy provides that the severity level 
assigned a violation for reprisal may be graded upward 
as the level of management involvement in the pro
hibited activity rises.. This indicates the importance 
the NRC places upon maintaining an open environ
ment for the expression of concerns within its licen
sees' organizations. The DOE is committed to a 
regulatory process consistent with NRC's principles 
and concepts. 

As a matter of practice, both NRC and DOE encour
age self-identification and resolution of safety con
cerns between employee and employer. Evidence of 
openness in the treatment of concerns about regulated 
activities is generally accepted as consistent with high 
levels of integrated safety management. In tum, this 
openness can result in reduced reliance upon enforce
ment action by the regulators to ensure adequate pro
vision of safe facility operation. DOE policy regard
ing its commitment to effective treatment of em
ployee concerns is found in DOE Order 5480.29. The 
DOE's approach to management of ES&H concerns 
encourages reporting and provides protection for em
ployees who may fear reprisal for their actions or 
who have been unable to obtain satisfactory resolu
tion of their concern directly from their employer. 

2. 3 Privatization Approach 

The DOE Manager, Richland Operations Office 
(RL),has expressed by means of the Environment, 
Safety and Health Standard of the TWRS Privatiza
tion Contracts, a formal requirement that Contractors 
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develop their own ECP. DOE Order 5480.29 is refer
enced for development of this deliverable. The guid
ance document herein provides DOE reviewers with 
the key elements and expectations of an effective aoo 
acceptable ECP. 

In the discharge of its responsibilities under DOE 
Order 5480.29, RL has instituted an Employee Con
cerns Management System that applies to its entire 
area of responsibility. The RU Employee Concerns 
Manager (ECM), designated for this program, will 
coordinate and oversee the activities of all Contractor
maintained ECPs. Routine reporting, identified by 
the Order, will· be through this individual. This 
document establishes minimum expectations for·the 
exchange of information between the Contractor's 
ECP Manager and the RU ECM. It is expected that 
Contractor employees will be appraised of the oppor
tunity they have to raise concerns with the RU ECM 
as described in the attributes identified herein. 

For the TWRS Privatization Contractor, the RU is 
the focal point for implementation of the ECP proc
ess. It is the expectation of the Director of the RU, 
the Regulatory Official (RO), that once the program 
is approved, it will be maintained under the RU 
docket for the Contract. Implementation of the ECP 
will receive routine oversight by the RU ECM. The 
RU will disposition concerns related to nuclear, radio
logical, and process safety and health. Environmental 
concerns will normally be communicated by RU to 
the lead regulator for environmental protection. 

3.0 PURPOSE 

This document sets forth the general basis that the 
RU will use to review the Contractor's ECP. It will 
be used by the RU to determine the adequacy and ba
sis for approval by the RO of the Contractor's ECP. 

4.0 STRUCTURE 

This guidance document describes the requirements, 
key program elements, and attributes of an acceptable 
TWRS Privatization Contractor ECP that is consis
tent with the foregoing principles. RU reviewers of 
the Contractor's proposed ECP will confirm that the 
anticipated elements are present in the program. The 
information described herein suggests the acceptable 
characteristics and typical means to be employed to 
satisfy DOE expectations. Other means and methods 
may be suggested and will be evaluated by the RU. 
Approval of the Contractor's ECP by the RO will 
reflect confirmation that requirements are satisfied. 

Section 5 of this document presents requirements 
invoked by the TWRS Privatization Contract, which 

forms the basis for the RU perspective. In Section 6, 
the key elements of an acceptable ECP are described. 
Specific sources are identified to assist in understand
ing the reason for including that element. Attributes 
that further describe successful components of the key 
elements are also described in this section. Section 7 
highlights general information that may further fa
cilitate review of the Contractor's ECP. 

5. 0 EMPLOYEE CONCERNS PRO
GRAM REQUIREMENT 

5 .1 Requirement: Employee Concerns 
Management System 

The following singular requirement exists: the Con
tractor shall prepare and submit to the DOE RU for 
review and approval a description of an Employee 
Concerns Management System (Table S4-l, Radio
logical, Nuclear, and Process Safety Deliverables for 
Part A and Part B). 

5.2 Intent 

The required deliverable communicates the importance , 
DOE places upon the Contractor's establishing of an 
atmosphere of performance which encourages identifi
cation and disposition of employee concerns within 
its own management structures to the maximum ex
tent practicable. This expectation applies to the 
standards identification activities and continues 
through each subsequent regulatory action covered by 
the Contract. 

5.3 Attributes 

Submittal of a Contractor-developed plan that de
scribes an ECP acceptable to the RO completes this 
requirement. Attributes of an acceptable submittal are 
expected to reflect those common to previously ac
cepted programs as described in the next section of 
this guidance document. No individual attribute is 
mandatory, but a submittal containing most of the 
key elements expressed in Section 6 should provide 
the reviewer with a persuasive basis for concluding 
that the Contractor is on record as encouraging the 
report of ES&H concerns and has provided for the 
timely, documented disposition of such concerns. 

6.0 ATTRIBUTES FOR KEY PRO
GRAM ELEMENTS 

The following key program elements have been iden
tified based upon the characteristics found in accept
able, existing DOE Employee Concerns Management 
policy and practice. 
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6. 1 Key Element 1 - Commitment to 
DOE Policy on Employee Concerns 

6.1.1 Description 

The Department, by means of regulations and orders, 
has established a fundamental policy that encourages 
prompt reporting of ES&H concerns as well as the 
prompt resolution of defective conditions identified by 
those reports. Resolution of concerns at the lowest 
management level practicable is encouraged. Applica
ble regulations expressly prohibit reprisals against 
employees who legitimately exercise their right to 
report concerns. An acceptable ECP should commit 
to adoption of the DOE policy as its basis. 

6.1.2 Source 

I) DOE Order 5480.29, Employee Concerns Man
agement System, Section 5, Policy 

2) Top-Level Radiological, Nuclear, and Process 
Safety Standards and Principles for TWRS Priva
tization Contractors, DOEJRL-96-0006, Princi
ple 4.1.4, Safety/Quality Culture 

3) Richland Implementing Directive (RLID), 
5480.29 RL Employee Concerns Program, 
(December 12, 1994), Section 5.2 

6.1.3 Justification 

This element promotes regulatory stability and reli
ability by demonstrating a shared DOE and Contractor 
commitment to a Safety/Quality Culture, , by means 
of attention to the timely identification of potential 
safety concerns. DOE policy and practice are well
established and are considered to provide an effective 
overall means of TWRS Privatization Contract im
plementation. Note: The RU ECP Manager per
forms the duties of the RL ECP Manager for TWRS 
Privatization Contracts. 

6.1.4 Attributes 

6.1.4.1 Attribute I - Communicate corporate com
mitment to management of employee ES&H 
concerns as an element of its safety program. 

Description - To be consistent with the DOE
stipulated top-level safety principles, strong declara
tion of corporate intentions regarding the potentially 
sensitive matter of employee concerns is needed. 
Such a declaration can ensure that the opportunity to 
communicate safety concerns is taken seriously by 
management and is accepted and used by employees 
at every level in the organization. This declaration 
should be made at a sufficiently high level of author-
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ity and from a position that indicates line manage
ment acceptance for the safe operation of the facility. 
The term "employee concern" should be defined (e.g., 
RLID 5480.29, 5.2). 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should make clear to any reader that formal 
commitments have been made by Contractor man
agement to adopt or exceed the provisions of DOE 
policy for the management of safety concerns. 

6.1.4.2 Attribute 2 - Prohibit reprisals 

Description - It is the policy of DOE that employees 
of contractors to DOE should be able to provide in
formation without fear of reprisal. Reprisal is said to 
occur when prohibited acts (29 CFR 24.2) are taken 
against a protected individual. An act of reprisal can 
be taken without the knowledge of contractor execu
tive management and still result in liability to the 
organization. (Note: when nuclear safety requirements 
are involved, 10 CFR 820 may be invoked). . A goal 
of an effective ECP should be to preclude the tempta
tion to· resort to reprisal as a means of dealing with 
employee concerns. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should state, for the benefit of management and 
employees, that reprisal undertaken at any level of 
management authority is unacceptable practice. , The 
conditions that constitute reprisal should be mooe 
known to employees and managers throughout the 
organization. 

6.1.4.3 Attribute 3 - Responsiveness 

Description - Employee concern reports should be 
managed in a manner that assures prompt identifica
tion, prioritization, evaluation, corrective and protec
tive response to safety deficiencies, and resolution of 
concerns raised by Contractor or subcontractor em
ployees. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should provide mechanisms for responsive 
treatment of concerns consistent with the DOE pro
gram standards found in DOE Order 5480.29, Section 
9. 

6.1.4.4 Attribute 4 - Communicate DOE support for 
employee use of the Contractor ECP. 

Description - Consistent with the DOE-stipulated 
top-level safety principles, an atmosphere of open 
communication should exist within the Contractor's 
organization that encourages the expression of ES&H 
concerns and promotes their resolution at the lowest 
level practicable. However, conditions can arise 
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where employees believe that recourse to their em
ployer is not effective. Employees should be advised 
that they are not obligated to express their concern 
prior to notification of the RU or other authorized 
Government agency that could receive employee con
cerns. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should encourage employees to bring concerns 
to the attention of Contractor management by the 
most effective means available. Policy should also 
indicate that use by an employee of the RU or other 
appropriate agency employee concerns program is 
permitted. An ·acceptable structure of the resolution 
process is fourid in RLID 5480.29 Attachment l, b. 
(5). 

6.2 Key Element 2 - Designation of Em-
ployee Concerns Manager 

6.2.1 Description 

The designation of an individual with appropriate 
management authority is needed to ensure that the 
ECP incorporates attributes of objectivity, confidenti
ality, and privacy in established mechanisms for the 
implementation and maintenance of the program. An 
acceptable program should incorporate provisions for 
designating an ECP Manager. 

6.2.2 Source 

1) DOE Order 5480.29, Employee Concerns Man
agement System, Section 9.b 

2) RLID 5480.29, RL Employee Concerns Pro
gram, (December 12, 1994), Section 6.2 & At
tachment 1 

6.2.3 Justification 

This element ensures compatibility between the prin
cipal RU mechanism responsible for program imple
mentation and maintenance and that established in the 
Contractor's ECP. An acceptable program should 
provide for reasonable alignment of Contractor aoo 
RU functions, so that the status of outstanding con
cerns is made available to the RO. 

6.2.4 Attributes 

6.2.4.1 Attribute I - Fomially designate one or more 
individuals to be responsible for management 
of the implementation and maintenance of the 
ECP. 

Description - The treatment of employee e:oncems 
requires awareness of a number of special considera
tions that need to be kept in mind during disposition 
of the concern. The individuals responsible for man
aging the ECP should be formally designated by 
management and possess a thorough knowledge of 
their duties. Designees should be made known to the 
RUECM 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should provide for the formal designation of its 
Employee Concerns Program Manager(s). The pro
gram should provide for periodic submission to the 
RU ECM of a complete list of its Program Manag
ers, including their names, titles, and telephone num
bers. This notification supports coordination of re
porting information. 

6.3 Key Element 3 · Notification of 
Employees · and Establishing a Hot
line 

6.3.1 Description 

The effectiveness of any ECP depends upon the 
.awareness of employees that their concerns are wel
come and upon the provision of a simple and confi
dential means of reporting concerns. Notification 
ensures Contractor employees are aware that recourse 
to the RU ECP is available and communicates the 
option of seeking remedy if they believe discrimina
tion has occurred as a result of engaging in protected 
activity. The use of a telephone hotline permits noti
fication of concerns upon short notice and during any 
shift of work. This element incorporates standard 
features of established DOE ECPs. 

6.3.2· ~ 

1) DOE Order 5480.29, Employee Concerns 

Management System, Section 9.b 

2) RLID 5480.29, RL Employee Concerns Pro
gram, (December 12, 1994), Section 6.2 & At
tachment I 

6.3.3 Justification 

RL has well-established mechanisms for the commu
nication of rights and responsibilities to those wish
ing to make use of employee concerns programs. An 
acceptable program should reflect mechanisms similar 
to those presently in use. A Contractor's existing 
program, previously accepted by DOE, would be evi
dence of meeting this element. 
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6.3.4 Attributes 

6.3.4.1 Attribute I - Provide effective communication 
methods for assuring that employees are 
aware of the ECP and how to use it. 

Description - The Contractor should take action to 
ensure that the provisions of its ECP are communi
cated to all employees. Program guidance should pro
vide for an information poster with instructions for 
its prominent display in the work place. The poster 
should address the employees' right to recourse di
rectly to the DOL from prohibited acts under 29 CFR 
24. In some instances, recourse is to DOE under 10 
CFR 708." The RU ECM can assist employees who 
believe a formal complaint is warranted. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe an information poster which 
will be used to inform employees of the Contractor's 
policy on concerns management and of the options 
for initiating a concern. Information regarding report
ing of prohibited acts should be included. 

6.3.4.2 Attribute 2 - Establish a 24-hour telephone 
capability for easy access and timely report
ing. 

Description - Establishing a hotline for the receipt of 
initial notifications of concerns is a standard feature of 
DOE ECPs. (DOE Order 5480.29, Section 9.a.(6), 
9.b.(9)(a)) It is acceptable to use a recording device 
for the initial report if it is secured in a controlled area 
such as a locked office or a locked cabinet in a limited 
access area. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe the provisions for establishing 
a secure (i.e., confidential) hotline consistent with the 
referenced standard. · 

6, 4 Key Element 4 • Operation of an 
Employee Concerns Management 
System 

6.4.1 Description 

An acceptable ECP should include procedures re
signed to provide prompt identification, prioritization, 
evaluation, and corrective and protective response aoo 
resolution of employee concerns. Provisions for pro
tection of privacy and confidentiality are needed. This 
element incorporates standard features of established 
DOE ECPs. 
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6.4.2 Source 
, 

I) · DOE Order 5480.29, Employee Concerns Man
agement System, Sections 9.a, & b. 

2) RLID 5480.29, RL Employee Concerns Pro
gram, (Decembei;. 12, 1994), Section 6.2 & At
tachment 1. 

6.4.3 Justification 

RL has well-established administrative controls con
sistent with DOE policy, appropriate to an employee 
concerns program. An acceptable program should 
reflect mechanisms similar to those presently in use. 
A Contractor's existing, previously accepted program 
would be evidence of meeting this element. 

6.4.4 Attributes 

6.4.4.1 Attribute 1 - Establish prompt contact with 
the employee to confirm understanding of the 
concern. 

Description - Concerns may be registered. in either 
written or verbal form. Experience suggests that 
prompt follow-up with the employee making the 
report can ensure that resolution efforts are properly 
focused and directed. DOE encourages the resolution 
of concerns by established Contractor corrective oc
tion systems. Records of concern should identify if 
use of normal systems for deficiency reporting have 
been attempted or if reasons exist for dissatisfaction 
with reporting by those means. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should provide for employee acknowledgment 
regarding intent of the concern, priority determina
tion, and an established schedule for resolution of 
within 5 working days of the receipt of the concern. 
(DOE Order 5480.29, 9.f (1)) 

6.4.4.2 Attribute 2 - Establish and maintain a report 
tracking system. 

Description - A formal system is needed to ensure 
that traceable records exist of actions taken to resolve 
the concern. 

Submittal ex;pectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe the information to be main
tained by its Employee Concerns Manager that pro
vides unique traceability of the disposition of each 
concern received. The priority assigned, the individ
ual assigned to investigate, and evidence of completed 
actions within the required time frames should be 
some of the information included. Other information 
which may support the generation of periodic reports 
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or analysis of trends may, but need not, be included in 
the tracking system. (RUD 5480.29, Attachment 
l .b.(7)) 

6.4.4.3 Attribute 3 - Establish standards for adequate 
investigation of concerns. 

Description - The thorough investigation of concerns 
is essential to meeting the objectives of the ECP. 
The criteria established for the conduct of concern 
resolution can be indicative of management's com
mitment to the program. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe the criteria that assigned inves
tigators use in the evaluation of the concern. Evaluat
ing and determining the significance of employee 
concerns requires professional judgment and should 
generally be performed by a senior line manager or 
ES&H staff member. Acceptable criteria to be con
sidered as standards are found in DOE Order 5480.29, 
Chapter 1, 6.a. 

6.4.4.4 Attribute 4 - Establish provisions for main
taining privacy and confidentiality of infor
mation and sources. 

Description - It is customary, as part of encouraging 
employees to be forthcoming about safety concerns, 
to offer the opportunity for confidential treatment of 
their concern and identity. Mechanisms should be 
established so that, if confidentiality is requested, 
information used to permit concern resolution will 
not result in disclosure of privileged information or 
the identity of the person providing the information. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe provisions for the confidential 
treatment of employee information and identity. Re
cords of employee decisions (i.e., choices) concerning 
their identification during the resolution process 
should be prepared. · Appropriate training for those 
responsible for ECP management regarding such pro
visions should be provided. Maintenance of a secure 
storage system that contains all materials developed 
for the evaluation of the employee concern from iden
tification through resolution to closure should be 
provided. (DOE Order 5480.29, 9.a. (4) & (8)) 

6.4.4.5 Attribute 5 - Establish standard response 
times for disposition of concerns. 

Description - Prompt acknowledgment, prioritization, 
investigation and disposition of the concern are in the 
best interest of the employee, the Contractor, and the 
DOE. A routine time cycle for completion of stan
dard actions leading to closure is contained in DOE 

programs as described in RUD 5480.29. Alignment 
of Contractor ECP response cycles to those used by 
the RU is desirable. Provisions for acceptable devia
tions, if formalized, are acceptable. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should describe the expected timeline for proc
essing of concerns. All evaluations should normally 
be completed within 30 working days. Exceptions to 
the 30-day evaluation for any concern should be for
mally documented with intended completion dates 
identified and reviewed by a designated senior manager 
to indicate concurrence with this exception. 

6.4.4.6 Attribute 6 - Develop and submit periodic 
reports of the status of concerns to manage
ment. 

Description - The significance of employee concerns 
to the effectiveness of the Contractor's safety man
agement plan warrants the periodic notification to 
senior management of the status of outstanding con
cerns. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should address periodic reporting of the status 
of concerns to its senior management. An informa
tion copy of each periodic status report should be 
provided to the RU ECM. Typical report contents are 
described in RUD 5480.29, Act. 1, b(7). 

6. 5 Key Element 5 - Identification of 
Significant Issues 

6.5.1 Description 

The primary objective of the ECP is to assure em
ployees that their concerns about safety will be re
spected and addressed. The significance of a reported 
concern should be promptly established. Issues may 
exist which are indicative of potentially substantial 
breakdowns in the functioning of a Contractor's in
tegrated safety management system. These break
downs could be in the form of imminent hazards not 
. recogniz:ed by the reporting employee as evidence of 
non-compliance with regulatory requirements. This 
element reflects standard features of established DOE 
ECPs. 

6.5.2 ~ 

1) DOE Order 5480.29, Employee Concerns Man
agement System, Section 9.d & Chapter I. 

2) RUD 5480.29, RL Employee Concerns Pro
gram, (December 12, 1994),, Section 5.2 
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.. 6.5.3 Justification 

Concerns presented by employees may not reflect a 
full understanding of the safety significance of the 
situation surrounding an issue. Responsible manag
ers are expected to remain cognizant of the overall 
status of conformance with agreed-upon commitments 
and accepted standards. Criteria are needed to ensure 
that information that may impact that status is prop
erly evaluated if raised within the ECP. An accept
able program should reflect, as a minimum, the 
screening customarily used in established DOE pro
grams. 

6.5.4 Attributes 

6.5.4.1 Attribute I - Establish criteria for evaluation 
of the significance and priority of the concern 
resolution. 

Description - One objective of the ECP is to ensure 
that legitimate safety concerns that have not been 
identified by any other means are captured for appro
priate action. In addition, the employee making a 
report may not fully appreciate the significance of the 
conditions that prompted his concern. · 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should establish criteria for evaluating the sig
nificance of reported concerns. Criteria should iden
tify the priority of response and the conditions under 
which the concern will be examined by other parties. 
Acceptable criteria for evaluating significance are 
found in DOE Order 5480.29, 9.d. 

6.5.4.2 Attribute 2 - Establish criteria for referral of 
concerns to affected DOE groups or other 
agencies. 

Description - This attribute provides for a prompt 
evaluation of the potential urgency of action and en
sures the appropriate involvement of other responsi
ble parties. 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should establish categories of concerns that 
warrant notification to other responsible parties. 
Other parties should include responsible regulatory 
agencies if conditions exist that are reportable by 
regulation or agreement to those agencies. It should 
be made clear that such reporting is the responsibility 
of the Contractor and not the employee. Representa
tive categories for involvement of other responsible 
parties are given in DOE Order 5480.29, 8 f. (8). 
These categories are suggestions only and may be 
tailored by the Contractor. However, disposition of 
potential violation of rules subject to the enforcement 
authority of the Price-Anderson Amendments Act of 

Attribute Guidance Employee Concerns 

1988 (PAA) should be in accordance with the regula-
tions implementing the PAA. · 

6.5.4.3 Attribute 3 - Monitor program results for 
trends of performance against program goals. 

Description - Overall experience with use of the ECP 
· can provide insight into the Contractor's effectiveness 

in meeting the goals of its integrated safety manage
ment program. Periodic evaluation of the program's 
record is appropriate when it has been significantly 
used 

Submittal expectation - The Contractor's ECP sub
mittal should establish provisions for a quarterly re
port of all employee concerns initiated, closed, or 
remaining unresolved during the past quarter. This 
report should be submitted to the Contractor's senior 
management with an information copy to the RU 
ECM. An acceptable format would be consistent 
with the criteria established in RLID 5480.29, At
tachment l.b.(7). 

7. 0 GENERAL SUBMITTAL EXPEC
TATIONS 

7. 1 Existing ECP 

The Contractor may submit for consideration an ex
isting ECP that has been previously approved by 
DOE. The review of the submittal will be conducted 
against the guidance in this document to determine 
adequacy. 

7. 2 Other Approaches 

The Contractor is encouraged to adopt the guidance 
provided in this document. However, other ap
proaches to definition and management of an ECP 
may be acceptable. This guidance for reviewers has 
been provided in order that external stakeholders may 
understand the basis from which a determination of 
adequacy was established. A Contractor's substan
tially alternative approach should provide appropriate 
definition of its basis for adequacy. Lack of clarity in 
this regard may be grounds for a finding that the 
submittal is inadequate. 
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PREFACE 

The Depanment of Energy's (DOE) Richland Operations Office 
(RL) issued the 1WRS Privatiwtion Request for Proposal (RFP) 
for Hanford Tanlc Waste Remediation System (TWRS) Privatiza
tion in February 1996. Offcrors were requested to submit pro
posals for the initial processing of the tanlc waste at Hanford. 
Some of this radioactive waste has been stored in large under
ground storage tanlcs at the Hanford Site since 1944. Currently, 
approximately 56 million gallons of waste containing approxi
mately 240,000 metric tons of processed chemicals and 250 
mega-curies of radionuclides are being stored in 177 tanks. 
These caustic wastes are in the form of liquids, slurries, saltcakes, 
and sludges. The wastes stored in the tanlcs are defined as high
level radioactive waste (10 a=R Part SO, Appen4ix F) and haz
ardous waste (Resource Conservation and Recovery Act). 

Under the privatization concept, DOE will purchase waste treat
ment services from a contractor-owned, contractor-operated fa
cility under a fixed-price contract. DOE will provide the waste 
feedstock to be processed but maintain ownership of the waste. 
The contractor must: a) provide private financing; b) design the 
equipment and facility; c) apply for and receive required permits 
and licenses; d) construct the facility and bring it on-line; e) oper
ate the facility to treat the waste according to DOE specifications; 
and f) deactivate the facility. 

The TWRS Privatization Program is divided into two phases, 
Phase I and Phase II. Phase I is a proof-of-concept/commercial 
demonstration-scale effort the objectives of which arc to a) dem
onstrate the teclmical and business viability of using privatized 
contractors to treat Hanford tanlc waste; b) define and maintain 
adequate levels of radiological, nuclear, process, and occupa
tional safety; c) maintain environmental protection and compli
ance; and d) substantially reduce life-cycle costs and time re
quired to treat the tanlc waste. The Phase I effort consists of two 
parts: Part A and Part B. 

Part A consists of a twenty-month development period to establish 
appropriate and necessary technical, operational, regulatory, 
business, and financial clements. This will include identification 
by the TWRS Privatization Contractors and approval by DOE of 
appropriate safety standards, formulation by the Contractors and 
approval by DOE of integrated safety management plans, and 
preparation by the Contractors and evaluation by DOE of initial 
safety assessments. Of the twenty-month period, sixteen months 
will be used by the Contractors to develop the Part-A products 
and four months will be used by DOE to evaluate the products. 

Part B consists of a demonstration period to provide tanlc waste 
treatment services by one or more of the TWRS Privatization 
Contractors who successfully complete Part A. Demonstration 
will address a range of wastes representative of those in the Han
ford tanks. Part B will be 10 to 14 years in duration. Within Part 
B, wastes will be processed during a 5- to 9-year period and will 
result in treatment of 6 to 13 percent of the Hanford tanlc waste. 

Phase II will be a full-scale production phase in which the re
maining tanic waste will be processed on a schedule that will ac
complish removal from all single-shelled tanlcs by the year 2018. 
The objectives of Phase Il arc to a) implement the lessons learned 
from Phase I; and b) process all tanlc waste into forms suitable for 
final disposal. 

A key clement of the TWRS Privatization Contracts is DOE 
regulation of radiological. nuclear. and process safety through the 
establishment of a specifically chartered. dedicated Regulatory 
Unit (RU) at RL. This regulation by the RU is authorized by the 
document entitled Policy for Radiological, Nuclear, and Process 
Safery Regulation of 1WRS PrivatiZJJJion Contractors (referred to 

as the Policy) and implemented through the document entitled 
Memorandum of Agreement for the E:cecution of Radiological, 
Nuclear, and Process Safery Regulation of the TWRS PrivatiztJtion 
Contractors (referred to as the MOA). The Policy is signed by 
the Under Secretary of Energy; the Manager. RL; the Assistant 
Secretary for Environment, Safety and Health (ASEH); and the 
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management (ASEM). 
The MOA is signed by the Manager, RL; the ASEH; and the 
ASEM. The nature and characteristics of this regulation are also 
specified in these documents. The MOA details certain interac
tions among RL, the ASEH, and the ASEM as well as their re
spective roles and responsibilities for implementation of this 
regulation. 

The authority of the RU to regulate the TWRS Privatization Con
tractors is derived solely from the terms of the TWRS Privatiza
tion Contracts. Its authority to regulate the Contractors on behalf 
of DOE is derived from the Policy. The nature and scope of this 
~ regulation (in the sense that it is based on terms of a con
tract rather than formal regulations) is delineated in the MOA, the 
TWRS Privatization Contracts, and the four documents (listed 
below), which are incorporated into the Contracts. This ~ 
regulation by the RU in no way replaces any legally established 
external regulatory authority to regulate in accordance with their 
duly promulgated regulations nor relieves the Contractors from 
any obligations to comply with such regulations or to be subject to 
the enforcement practices contained therein. 

The Policy, the MOA, the·TWRS Pri~atization Contracts, and the 
four documents incorporated in the Contracts define the essential 
elements of the regulatory program. which will be executed by 
the RU and to which the TWRS Privatization Contractors must 
conform. The four documents incorporated in the Contracts (and 
also incorporated in the MOA) arc 

Concept of the DOE Regulatory Process for Radiologi
cal, Nuckar, and Process Safery for 1WRS PrivatiztJ
tion Contractors, DOE!RL-96-()()()5, 

DOE Regulaiory Process for Radiological. Nuclear, 
and Process Safety for TWRS Privatization Contrac
tors, DOE/RL-96-0003, 

Top-Level Radiological, Nuclear, and Process Safety 
Standards and Principles for TWRS Privatization ·eon
tractors, DOEIRL-96-0006, and_ 

Process for Establishing a Set of Radiological, Nu
clear, and Process Safety Standards and Requirements 
for TWRS Privatization. DOEIRL-9~. 

In the execution of the regulatory program. the RU will consider 
not only the relevant approaches and practices of DOE but also 
those of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Policy 
states that 

"It is DOE's policy that TWRS privatized contractor 
activities be regulated in a manner that assures ade
quate radiological, nuclear, and process safety by ap
plication of regulatory concepts and principles consis
tent with those of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion." 

To this end. the RU will interact with the NRC (under the provi
sions of a memorandum of understanding with the NRC) during 
development of regulatory guidance and during execution of the 
regulatory program to ensure implementation of this policy. 

All documents mued by the Office of Radiological, Nuclear, and Process Safety 
Regulation for TWRS Privatization Contractors are available to the public 
through the DOEJRL Public Reading Room at the Washington State University, 
Tri-Cities Campus, 100 Sprout Road, Room 130 West, Richland, Washington. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Under its Contract, each TWRS Privatization Con
tractor is required to submit an initial Quality Assur
ance Program (QAP) that supports performance of 
Part-A activities 45 days after Contract award. The 
Contract further stipulates that the QAP be based on 
existing Contractor systems wherever possible. The 
Department of Energy (DOE) Regulatory Unit (RU), 
Office of Radiological, Nuclear, and Process Safety 
Regulation for TWRS Privatization Contractors at 
the Richland Operations Office (RL), will provide 
comments _within 15 days of the Contractor's sub
mission. This Guide provides the basis which the 
RU will use to review the Contractor's initial QAP 
and develop comments. 

The Reviewer should be aware that new rules and 
regulations establish requirements that go beyond a 
prescriptive approach to product quality, to a tailored 
approach to the quality of all Contractor activities 
consistent with their importance. Particularly, the 
DOE/RL Regulatory Unit views the Contractor's 
QAP as a primary tool of Contractor management to 
guarantee that quality achievement is integrated into 
the Contractor's total activities through integrated 
planning, implementation, assessment, and corrective 
actions. It also means that the quality assurance ap
proaches should be tailored to the activity, for exam
ple, the quality assurance for design (application of 
defined techniques) and for analyses (intellectual in
quiry activities) may differ in approach and applica
tion. Since the DOE/RL Regulatory interest in qual
ity assurance is dominated by interest in the Contrac
tor management's achievement of meaningful quality 
for all activities that influence safety, the Reviewer 
should expect the QAP to be an essential integrated 
feature of the Contractor's Integrated Safety Manage
ment Plan (ISMP). 

2. PURPOSE 

The DOE has issued, 10 CFR Part 830.120, Quality 
Assurance Requirements (the Rule), and a related im
plementation guide which apply to the TWRS Priva
tization Contractors. When the Rule was issued, 
DOE practices and requirements focused mainly on 
management and operating contractors. While these 
practices are still generally applicable, some differing 
perspectives also exist that reflect the present rela
tionship between the TWRS Privatization Contrac
tors and the DOE. These differing perspectives are 
expressed here. 

This Guide accommodates the new relationship be
tween the DOE and its Privatized Contractors; incor-
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porates the effects of the requirements in the docu
ment Top-Level Radiological, Nuclear, and Process 
Safety Standards and Principles for TWRS Privatiza
tion Contractors, DOE/RL-96-0006; Revision O; and 
addresses the requirements in the Contract for Con
tractor submittal of an initial QAP. An effort has 
been made to focus on known Part-A activities. The 
Reviewer should note that the initial QAP is an in
terim measure to establish a basis for Contractor 
work until the standards are established. The QAP, 
based on the results of the standards identification 
process should be submitted for approval as part of 
the ISMP. Finally, this Guide also addresses Re
viewer actions to support the potential future transi
tion to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regu
lation. (See Section 8.0.) 

3. STRUCTURE 

Section 4 identifies the requirements and provides ~ 
ditional considerations important to the review of the 
QAP. Section 5 lists Part-A activities that should be 
included by the Contractor in the initial QAP and 
provides the guiding principle for judging the Con
tractor's selection of other Part-A activities that 
should also be included in the QAP. Section 6 pro
vides the Quality Assurance Criteria considered to be 
most important to Part-A activities. Section 7 pro
vides specific guidance for the review of the initial 
QAP and identifies attributes the RU considers impor
tant and which constitutes its expectations for the 
Contractor's QAP. Section 8 notes the possible tran
sition of the regulatory program to the NRC in the 
future and provides additional instructions to the Re
viewer related to that transition. This Guide reserves 
the use of italicized text to set apart text quoted from 
authoritative sources. 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIRE
MENTS 

In the four documents describing DOE's regulatory 
approach, DOE'JRL-96-0002 through 0006, there are 
three tenets that are basic to the TWRS Privatization 
Contractors for radiological, nuclear, and process 
safety. The Contractor is responsible for: 

• Achieving adequate safety; 
• Complying to applicable laws, and legal re

quirements, and 
• Conforming to top-level safety standards and 

principles stipulated by the DOE. 

The QA principles stipulated by DOE, which are con
tained in the document Top-Level Radiological, Nu
clear, and Process Safety Standards and Principles for 
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TWRS Privatization Contractors, DOEJRL-96-0006; 
Revision 0, are as follows: 

4.1.4.1 Safety/Quality Culture 

A safety/quality program should be established 
· that governs the Contractor's actions and interac
tions of all personnel and organizations engaged 
in activities related to the facility and emphasizes 
excellence in all activities. The Contractor 
should have safety and quality responsibilities 
specifically identified in its operations. 

4.1. 6.1 Qu~lity Assurance Application 

Quality assurance and quality control should be 
. applied throughout all phases and to all activities 
associated with the facility as part of a compre
hensive system to ensure with high confidence 
that all items delivered and services and tasks per
formed meet required standards. 

This same source aiso stipulates other principles re
lated to activities subject to quality control including 
Configuration Management, Section 4.1.5; Design, 
Section 4.2.1; and Proven Engineering Prac
tices/Margins, Section 4.2.2. 

The Reviewer guidance provided herein is based on 
the principles found in the document containing the 
top-level safety standards and principle stipulated by 
DOE, the QA Rule, that is, 10 CFR Part 830.120, 
and the companion guidance document to the Rule, 
Implementation Guide for use with 10 CFR Part 
830.120 Quality Assurance, G-830.120-Rev. 0, April 
15, 1994. 

5. PART-A QA RELATED ACTIVITIES 

Under the phased structure of the 1WRS Privatization 
Program, work related to the design spans Part A aoo 
Part B of Phase I (see Preface on inside of the cover). 
The Contractor is responsible for identifying all Part
A activities which will be subject to QA. This selec
tion will be subject to review. 

Part-A activities are limited by the Contract to design 
and design-related activities. While the safety signifi
cance of Part-A activities to the Part-A period of work 
is limited, the influence of Part-A activities on Part-B 
activities is of interest in the initial QAP review. 
Some of the Part-A activities that must be empha
sized in the initial QAP are safety deliverables of the 
Contract. 

Based on the Contract, the Reviewer should expect 
the Contractor's activities that support the develop-

ment of Part-A deliverables for radiological, nuclear, 
and process safety (Table S4-1) 1, and the design ac
tivities to be emphasized in the initial QAP. In addi
tion to design, the deliverables of key interest to the 
RU include: 

• ' Safety Requirements Document 
• Integrated Safety Management Plan 
• Hazards Analysis Report 
• Employee Concerns Management System 
• Radiation Exposure Standard for Workers Under 

Accident Conditions 
• Quality Assurance Program 
• Initial Safety Assessment 

As mentioned earlier, the Contractor's selection of 
other Part-A activities to be included in the initial 
QAP should be considered and reviewed. The guiding 
principle governing the Contractor's selection of 
other Part-A activities is to choose those activities 
which will have a lasting influence on the safety to 
be achieved in Part B. The Reviewer should expect 
the Contractor to declare which of the Part-A results 
they will use in Part B should their participation con
tinue, and should expect those activities to be empha
sized in its QAP. 

fi. KEY 10 CFR PART 830.120 QA 
CRITERIA FOR PART-A 

The Rule has three general requirements and ten spe
cific Criteria. Section 5 addresses Part-A activities 
that should be emphasized in the initial QAP. As 
noted in the next section, the Reviewer should expect 
the initial QAP to include a discussion of how the 
general requirements and each QA Criterion will be 
satisfied. Because the profile of activities in Part A is 
limited to design and design-related activities and not 
to construction, operations, or deactivation, and be
cause the Contractor is required to apply the Criteria 
using a graded approach, the Reviewer should expect 
the Contractor to provide a greater level of detail for 
certain Criterion than for others. 

The Reviewer should balance the review with the in
dividual importance of the Criterion. Procurement, 
for example, is not a large part of Part-A activities. 
However, if Part-A activities involve procurement 
implementation standards and practices for Part B, 
procurement of design or design development studies, 
this Criterion should be considered. The following 
table lists the Rule's Criteria, a judgment as to their· 

Part A deliverables for Radiological, Nuclear, and 
Process Safety contained in Table S4- l, Section C, 
p. 22, of 1WRS Privatization.Request for Proposals, 
DE-RP06-96RL13308, February 1996. 
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expected use in Part A, and the reasoning for that 
judgment. Table 1 is to be used by the Reviewer in 
preparing for the review. It should not be construed 
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as providing special relief to the Contractor from any 
obligations under the Rule. 

Table 1. Relative Measure of Criteria Applicability to Part-A Work 

CONSIDERATION OF THE RULE'S 10 CRITERIA IN THE 

REVIEW OF CONTRACTOR'S PART-A QA PROGRAM 

CRITERION TITLE EXPECTED JUSTIFICATION 
USE IN PART 

1 Program 

2 Qualification & Training of 
Personnel 

3 Quality Improvement 

4 Documents & Records 

5 Work Processes 

6 Design 

7 Procurement 

8 Inspection and Acceptance 
Testing 

9 Management Assessments 

10 Independent Assessments 

7. QA ATTRIBUTES AND REVIEW 

7 .1 Introduction 

The intent of this Guide is to encourage the Reviewer 
to judge the adequacy of the Contractor's measures to 
accomplish quality, rather than its compliance with 
established prescriptions. Ultimately, the Contractor 
should be judged on the effectiveness of its measures 
to achieve excellence. This will require the Contrac
tor to adopt a coherent and rational approach that » 
dresses the QA needs and is effective for achieving 
quality in Part-A activities. The Reviewer should be 
receptive to any competent and rational approach oo
veloped within the framework of the Rule and the 
top-level safety standards and principles stipulated by 

A 

Greater To achieve Part-A deliverables the organiza 
tion must be well defined and functional. 

Greater Qualified personnel strongly impact the 
quality of the design. 

Lesser Design controls probably suffice. 

Greater Consideration should be given to D&R 
storing media, retention & retrieval. 

Greater Engages management and worker in,quality 
design processes. 

Greater This is the main emphasis of Part A. 

Lesser Limited to procurement of design and de-
sign development studies in Part A. 

Lesser May have some implications in defining 
item or process prototypes. 

Greater Management needs organizational control. 

Lesser In Part A, assessments are part of design 
control. 

DOE. A common sense approach to the requirements 
as they apply to Part-A activities is expected. Re
quirements having major influence on the quality of 
Part-A, safety-significant results should receive more 
detailed and extensive treatment. Those requirements 
justifiably meriting reduced attention, may receive 
less. 

The guidance below is organized to follow the struc
ture of the Rule. There are general requirements 
(called General Quality Assurance Program Require
ments) for the QAP, as well as specific Criteria that 
should be satisfied by the QAP. The General Quality 
Assurance Program Requirements noted below » 
dress: 1) demonstrating how the ten Criteria are satis
fied, 2) using the graded approach, and 3) using the 
appropriate standards. These general requirements in-
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fluence the Contractor's use of the ten Criteria. The 
Reviewer is to judge the adequacy of the Contractor's 
approach to these general requirements. 

In the Rule, and in this Guide, the ten Criteria are 
grouped into three sections: Management, Perform
ance, and Assessment. Each of the ten Criteria has a 
number of specific requirements. Reviewers should 
judge the adequacy of the Contractor's response to sat
isfying each Criterion. 

For each requirement listed below, this section quotes 
related requirements contained in the top-level safety 
standards and principles stipulated by DOE, and pro
vides reviewer guidance on what the Reviewer ought 
to expect in the QAP and important considerations for 
judging the adequacy of the Contractor's approach. 
Contractor use of related sections in the companion 
document to the Rule, Implementation Guide for JO 
CFR Part 830./20, G-830.120-REV. 0, April 15, 
1994, is acceptable, insofar as, all of the QA require
ments for TWRS Privatization Contractors are irl
dressed. Contractor use of NQA-12 style information 
is also acceptable provided the information is organ
iz.ed and presented in a manner which demonstrates 
that the requirements of the Rule are effectively satis
fied. 

During the review process, the Reviewer should: 1) 
become familiar with the Implementation Guide for 
the Rule, 2) read the review statements in this section 
for each requirement, 3) become familiar with the 
Contractor's QAP and implementation plan, if pro
vided, 4) evaluate the Contractor's QAP against the 
review statements in this Guide and relative to the 
scope of work for Part A, and 5) judge if the QAP, if 
implemented, would satisfy the requirements of the 
Rule and the related top-level safety standards aoo 
principles stipulated by DOE. The Reviewer, there
fore, needs to have a working knowledge of quality 
requirements, methods for implementing quality pro
grams, and of the TWRS Privatization Program. 

7 .2 General Quality Assurance Program 
Requirements 

There are three general requirements of 10 CFR Part 
830.120, Quality Assurance Requirements, part (b) 
Quality Assurance Program: 

Requirement 1 A QAP shall include a discussion of 
how the criteria of paragraph (c) of this section will 
be satisfied. 

ASME NQA-1-1994 Edition, Quality Assurance Re-. 
. quirements for Nuclear Facility Applications. 

Review Under the Rule there is flexibility for the 
Contractor to devise its own approach for achieving 
quality. The Contractor may choose those measures 
upon which it intends to rely. However, with the un
certainty introduced by this flexibility, a Contractor's 
stated commitment in the QAP to comply with the 
ten Criteria does not provide sufficient information to 
judge the adequacy of its approach. The Reviewer 
should expect a discussion of what activities will be 
placed under the QAP and how QA measures will be 
used to achieve quality. This discussion will include 
methods and systems to be used and specifically iden
tify how the Criteria are to be satisfied. The use of 
existing systems is acceptable, provided they meet 
adequate standards for the functions they are intended 
to perform. For either existing or proposed systems, 
the Reviewer should expect a description of the func
tions to be performed and the standards to which they 
conform. 

Requirement 2 The criteria of paragraph (c) of this 
section shall be applied using a graded approach. 

Review All Contractor activities are subject to QA 
but not all processes, items, activities, or services 
have the same effect on quality or safety. A graied 
approach is to be used in the application of the Crite
ria. According to the Rule: 

"Graded Approach means a process by which the 
level of analysis, documentation, and actions 
necessary to comply with a requirement in this 
Part are commensurate with: 
(I) The relative importance to safety, safeguards, 
and security; 
(2) The magnitude of any hal.lJrd involved; 
(3) The life cycle stage of a.facility; 
( 4) The programmatic mission of a facility; 
(5) The particular characteristics of a facility; and 
( 6) Any other relevant factor. " 

The Reviewer should expect a presentation of the ra
tionale and method used by the Contractor to dis
criminate between levels of analysis, documentation, 
and actions, as well as a description of the method's 
application and its results. The rationale should take 
into consideration the above six factors as they apply 
to the Contractor. The objective of the graded ap
proach is to establish the level of effort necessary to 
achieve quality; therefore, the Reviewer should judge 
the adequacy of the process applied to activities in the 
context of their importance to safety and quality aoo 
their continued influence in Part B. 

Requirement 3 The contractor shall use appropriate 
standards, whenever applicable, to develop and im
plement its QAP. 
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Review For the Privatization Contractors, 

"The DOE regulatory approach requires that the 
Contractor take an active and significant role in 
identifying and recommending the standards and 
requirements it will use to achieve adequate safety 
for its specific activities". 3 

The Reviewer should expect a presentation of the 
standards used by the Contractor to develop the initial 
QAP and a justification for their use. Because the re
sults of the standards and requirements identification 
process will not be available for the initial QAP, the 
Reviewer should consider the acceptability of the 
standards in the context of commercial and DOE prac
tice such as ASQC E44, ASME NQA-1 5

, and ASQC 
Q 9001 6

• As a minimum, the Reviewer should con
firm the Contractors use of the Rule and QA-related 
top-level safety standards and principles stipulated by 
DOE in the QAP. 

7 .3 Quality Assurance Criteria That Ap
ply To Work Management 

Criterion 1: Program 

Introduction The general requirements just discussed 
in Section 7 .2 are concerned with measures to achieve 
safety, the necessary level of effort, and the use of ac
ceptable standards. This Criterion addresses the man
agement systems for implementing the QAP. 

Requirement 4 A written QAP shall be developed, 
implemented, and maintained. 

Review The Reviewer should expect a presentation 
of the Contractor's management system. The man
agement system should include the Contractor's 
methods for managing, performing, and assessing the 
adequacy of work, including work assigned to partners 
or parties outside the organization. 

The Reviewer should evaluate the Contractor's man
agement system's capability to achieve quality, with 
emphasis on the contractor's requirements for man
agement qualification and participation. The Re
viewer should be satisfied that the method and re
sources for developing, implementing, and maintain-

DOE/RL-96-0005; Revision 0, February 1996, p. 1. 
ANSUASQC Standard E4, Quality Systems Require
ments for Environmental Programs, 1994. 
ASME NQA-1-1994 Edition, Quality Assurance Re
quirements for Nuclear Facility Applications. 
ANSUASQC-Q9001, Quality Systems -Modelfor 
Quality Assurance in Des_ign!Development, Produc
tion, Installation, and Servicing, 1993. 
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ing the QAP are adequate. The Reviewer should con
firm that the Contractor's policies and requirements 
establishing the management system include provi
sions for management's development of measures to 
ensure that all personnel, including management, im
plement the management system. The Reviewer 
should identify a commitment to develop an imple
mentation plan and evaluate the methods of manage
ment implementation and maintenance. Maintenance 
considerations may include: I) periodic program re
views, 2) demonstration of adequacy, 3) provisions 
for changes, and 4) method of approval. The Re
viewer should identify the Contractor's policies arxl 
requirements for assessing the adequacy of work. 

Requirement 5 The QAP shall describe the organiza
tional structure, functional responsibilities, levels of 
authority, and interfaces for those managing, perform
ing, and assessing the work. 

Review The Reviewer should evaluate the adequacy 
of the Contractor's organizational structure and the 
provisions enabling those personnel responsible for 
developing and implementing the QAP to have ade
quate lines of communication and sufficient influence 
to be effective. The Reviewer should see a presenta
tion of the function of the various parts of the organi
zation, their responsibilities, and how each supports 
the mission, i.e., organizational unit responsibilities, 
the level of authority for each tier of the organization, 
the interfaces among personnel managing, perform
ing, and assessing the work, and authorities, respon
sibilities, and interfaces among multiple contractors 
or subcontractors. The communication among differ
ent organizations and between the organization and 
parties outside the organization should be described. 
The Reviewer should identify and evaluate a method 
for resolving inconsistencies among organizations and 
between organizations and parties. 

Requirement 6 The QAP shall describe the manage
ment processes, including planning, scheduling, cn1 
resource considerations. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the adequacy of the Contractor's policies and require
ments that establish the management processes. The 
Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Contrac
tor's cost schedule control system (CSCS) and the 
Management Information System (MIS). The Re
viewer should assess how the CSCS will be used, in
cluding the ability to track program progress and han
dle resource loading. The Reviewer should determine 
if the MIS is in place, and assess how it will be used 
and its adequacy to accommodate interfaces with all 
organizations and parties. 
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Criterion 2: Personnel Training and Qualification 

Introduction This Criterion addresses the ability of 
personnel to perform their work. It applies to all 
Contractor activities, including design, and should be 
used consistent with the results of the graded ap
proach. In evaluating the Contractor's approach, the 
Reviewer should consider the constraints imposed by 
the dynamic nature of Part-A activities and the limited 
period of work on the Contractor's selection of meth
ods to satisfy this Criterion. 

Requirement 7 Personnel shall be trained and quali
fied to ensure they are capable of performing their as
signed work. 

Related toP:level safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE 

4.3.4.1 Personnel Training 

Personnel engaged in activities bearing on facil
ity safety should be trained and qualified to per
form their duties. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies, requirements, and methods 
to ensure that personnel are trained and qualified to 
perform their work. Consider the following ques
tions. Are the personnel required to have an adequate 
understanding of the work they are to perform? Does 
the Contractor certify the qualifications of its person
nel and is the process adequate? Has the Contractor 
identified the skills required to perform the work of 
Part A, such as knowledge of systems engineering 
methods, special computer codes, etc.? 

The Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Con
tractor's provisions for training. The evaluation may 
consider 1) formal and informal training, such as on
the-job training, 2) training formats including semi
nars and classroom instruction, 3) establishing mini
mum requirements for each job task, 4) instructor 
qualification and experience, 5) appropriate training 
materials and facilities, and 6) assessing personnel 
proficiency. 

Requirement 8 Personnel shall be provided continu
ing training to ensure that job proficiency is main
tained. 

Related JOJ>:Ievel safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE 

4.3.4.2 Training Programs 

Programs should be established for continual 
training of operations and maintenance personnel 

to enable them to perform their duties safely and 
efficiently. 

4.3.4.3 Conditions Beyond Design Basis 

Operating staff should be trained and retrained in 
the procedures to follow if conditions exceed the 
design basis of the facility. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements to establish 
continuing training. The constraints imposed by the 
dynamic nature of Part-A activities and the limited pe
riod of work should be considered while gauging the 
importance and judging the adequacy of the Contrac
tor's approach. The Reviewer should consider the ap
proach of using refresher courses to ensure personnel 
are trained in current procedures and on organizational 
processes, particularly if a condition adverse to quality · 
may involve processes being performed incorrectly. 
The evaluation may consider 1) a periodic assessment 
of training needs, 2) an assessment of process prob
lems that may be solved by training, 3) instructor 
qualification and experience, 4) appropriate instruction 
materials and facilities, and 5) assessment of person
nel proficiency. 

Criterion 3: Quality Improvement 

Introduction This Criterion addresses the processes to 
continually improve quality. It applies to all Con
tractor activities, including design, and should be used 
consistent with the results of the graded approach. In 
the evaluation, the Reviewer should consider the con
straints imposed by the dynamic nature of Part-A ac
tivities and the limited period of work on the Contrac
tor's selection of methods to satisfy this Criterion. 

Requirement 9 Processes to detect and prevent quality 
problems shall be established and implemented 

"Quality Improvement is a dual fold process of 
addressing and remedying sporadic problems, sud
den adverse changes in the status quo of a work 
process, and solving chronic problems, long
standing adverse conditions in a work process, 
i.e. continual scrap of several percent, to improve 
a work process by changing the status quo to a 
new improved level. "1 

Derived from Quality Planning and Analysis, by J. 
M. Juran and Frank M. Gryna, Jr., McGraw-Hill, 
1980, p. 99. 
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The Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Con-
. tractor's policies, requirements, and methods to detect 

and prevent quality problems, take prompt, effective, 
and complete corrective actions, and improve per
formance. The Reviewer should consider Contractor's 
management measures to document and communicate 
the policies to all levels of the organization and 
among organizations, to implement related practices, 
including those to improve worker awareness of the 
importance of quality, to encourage participation of 
all workers in quality improvement, and to vest 
authority in workers to identify quality problems and 
initiate corrective actions. The Reviewer should con
sider the use of methods like the Shewhart Cycle 
(also known as the Plan, Do, Check, Act or POCA 
cycle) by the Contractor to formalize the process of 
improving planning activities, procedures, processes, 
and designs. 

Requirement 10 Items, services, and processes that 
do not meet established requirements shall be identi
fied, controlled, and corrected according to the impor
tance of the problem and the work affected. Correc
tion shall include identifying the causes of problems 
and working to prevent recurrence. Item characteris
tics, process implementation, and other.quality-related 
infonnation shall be reviewed and the data analyz.ed to 
identify items and processes needing improvement. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies for implementing procedures 
that identify, control, and correct quality deficiencies. 
The Reviewer should consider the Contractor's use of 
methods for controlling items, services, or processes 
that do not meet requirements or specifications such 
as a classification system using the structure: accept, 
reject, repair, rework, use-as-is, or re-evaluate; and the 
methods for identification and correction including the 
tools of tracking, trending, and root cause analysis to 
ensure that the underlying causes of quality problems 
are averted. 

Criterion 4: Documents and Records 

Introduction This Criterion addresses the control of 
documents and record functions related to processes, 
requirements, and design. It provides requirements af
fecting matters such as configuration control, related 
to work performance, such as design. 

Requirement 11 Documents shall be prepared, re
viewed, approved, issued, used, and revised to pre
scribe processes, specify requirements, or establish 
design. 

Review A document is recorded information that cb
scribes, specifies, reports, certifies, requires, or pro-
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vides data or results8
• It controls policies, administra

tive and technical information regarding processes, re
quirements, and design. The Reviewer should identify 
and evaluate the Contractor's policies and require
ments for document control and the implementation 
of a documents control process. The Reviewer should 
consider measures that ensure all elements of the or
ganization establish document control procedures. 
The Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Con
tractor's requirements and standards for document 
preparation, review, approval, use, access, and revi
sion. The Reviewer should consider approaches for 
controlling distribution, identifying recipients, and es
tablishing required actions when documents are re
vised or canceled consistent with the results of the 
graded approach. The Reviewer should consider 
measures that ensure qualified reviewers based on sub
ject matter expertise. The Reviewer should also 
evaluate the Contractor's QAP document control pro
visions against the requirements for configuration 
management in the top-level safety standards and 
principles stipulated by DOE. (See Criterion 5, 
Work Processes, and Criterion 6, Design.) 

Requirement 12 Records shall be specified, prepared, 
reviewed, approved, and maintained. 

Review A record is recorded information that is re
tained for its expected future value.9 The Reviewer 
should identify and evaluate the Contractor's policies 
and requirements for the specification, preparation, re
view, approval, and maintenance of records. The Re
viewer should consider how records are detemrined, 
the process of preparation, the method of review, the 
process of approval, and the system for maintenance 
in light of a graded approach. The Reviewer should 
evaluate the Contractor's _record control system con
sidering the requirements for retention, protection, 
preservation, changes, and traceability. He or she 
should assess the adequacy of requirements to preserve 
the integrity of the storage system and the media 
The Reviewer should use the records control system 
requirements of NARA (National Archives and Rec
ords Administration) to assess control of the TWRS 
Privatized Program Government records. 

From IO CFR Part 830.3, Definitions: Document 
means recorded infonnation that descn'bes, speci
fies, reports, certifies, requires, or provides data or 
results. A document is not considered a record until 
it meets the definition of a record. 
From IO CFR Part 830.3, Definitions: Record 
means a completed document or other media that 
provides objective evidence of an item, service, or 
process. 
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7.4 Quality Assurance Criteria That Ap
ply To Work Performance 

Criterion 5: Work Processes 

Introduction This Criterion addresses measures to 
achieve process goals. It applies to all Contractor ac
tivities such as planning, scheduling, accounting, 
project management, design, analysis, fabrication, 
procurement, construction, installation, testing, op
eration, modification, maintenance, and deactivation 
consistent with the results of the graded approach. 
The Reviewer si:\cmld consider the scope of Part-A ac
tivities in the evaluation of the Contractor's ap
proach. In particular, Requirements 14, 15, and 16 
should require less detailed information from The 
Contractor. 

Reguirement 13 Work shall be performed to estab
lished technical standards and administrative controls 
using approved instructions, procedures, or other ap
propriate means. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements· for such 
management controls as providing criteria for accept
able work performance, planning and designing work 
processes; ensuring qualified personnel to accomplish 
the work; ensuring personnel talce responsibility for 
the quality of their own work and that they follow 
prescribed standards, procedures, or instructions. 

. Documents expressing management controls should 
1) clearly identify authorities, responsibilities, and in
terfaces, 2) be readily accessible to and usable by the 
workers, and 3) address work process elements such as 
methods to prevent use of incorrect or defective items. 
The Reviewer should also evaluate the Contractor's 
work process measures intended for use in Part B. 
The Reviewer should evaluate the attention given to 
each important element of each work process: people, 
equipment, environmental conditions, supply, man
agement, support, resources, and requirements, based 
on the results of the graded approach. 

Reguirement 14 Items shall be identified and con
trolled to ensure their proper use. 

Review "Item is an all-inclusive term used in place 
of any of the following: appurtenance, assembly, 
component, equipment, material, module, part, struc
ture, subassembly, subsystem, system, unit, or sup
port system". 10 

10 From 10 CFR Part 830.3, Definitions: Item is an 
all-inclusive term used in place of any of the follow
ing: appurtenance, assembly, component, equip-

The Reviewer should identify Contractor's policies 
and requirements for identifying and controlling 
items. The Reviewer should expect the Contractor to 
use a system to inventory items and a method to track 
and control items and accompanying documentation, 
depending on importance. The Reviewer should con
firm Contractor's management's commitment to a 
system that is readily usable by workers. The Re
viewer should identify Contractor's policies and re
quirements ensuring that personnel talce responsibility 
for proper use of the items. The Reviewer should see 
that the following are addressed: one of a kind items, 
items specific to a particular craft, and common items 
that may be misused. 

Reguirement 15 Items shall be maintained to prevent 
their damage, loss, or deterioration. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for a proc
ess or procedure that ensures item maintenance or 
special care according to their importance (graded ap
proach). The Reviewer should consider measures in 
the maintenance management program to promote 
worker safety and environmental protection, and to 
monitor item condition. The Reviewer should con
sider the following attributes: maintenance require
ments, an item control process, maintenance sched
ules, personnel or organization identified for mainte
nance, assignment of authority and resources to meet 
requirements, handling and storage requirements to 
prevent damage, a method of measuring deterioration, 
and establishing metrics for determining deterioration . 
A provision should be included for identifying items 
with unique requirements such as in-storage mainte
nance, limited shelf life, or ones that pose a particular 
hazard to the environment, facilities, or personnel. 

Reguirement 16 Equipment used for process nwnitor
ing or data collection shall be calibrated and main
tained. 

~ The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for identi
fying, controlling, and maintaining equipment used 
for monitoring processes or collecting process or 
other data. The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's requirements for a formal, docu
mented, calibration program. The Reviewer should 
consider requirements for 1) calibration standards 
traceable to the National Institute of Standards arxl 
Technology NIS1), or some other nationally recog
nized standard, or a method that gives the basis for the 
calibration; and 2) procedures and training for those 
workers who perform calibrations. The training pro-

ment, material, module, part, structure, subassem
bly, subsystem, system, unit, or support system. 
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gram should include training for personnel that main
tain such equipment. 

Criterion 6: Design 

Introduction This Criterion addresses the definition, 
control, and verification of design and is more specific 
than those measures stipulated for Criterion 5, Work 
Processes. It applies to the design and supporting ac
tivities such as analysis. This Criterion recognizes 
the need for additional measures, including the control 
of design inputs, outputs, verification, configuration 
and design ~hanges, documentation, records, and tech
nical interfaces consistent with the results of the 
graded approach. This Criterion ensures that adequate 
measures exist for systems, structures, and compo
nents important to safety. The Reviewer should rec
ognize the potential importance of this Criterion to 
Part-A activities. 

Principles stipulated by DOE that are related to the 
act.1V1t1es subject to this Criterion include 
"Configuration Management," Section 4.1.5, 
"Design," Section 4.2.1, and "Proven Engineering 
Practices/Margins," Section 4.2.2 of the Top-Level 
Radiological, Nuclear, and Process Safety Standards 
and Principles for TWRS Privatization Contractors, 
DOFJRL-96-0006; Revision 0. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 
are included in Appendix A for the Reviewer's con
venience. 

Requirement 17 Items and processes shall be de
signed using sound engineering/scientific principles 
and appropriate standards. 

Related top-level safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE. 

4. 2. 2.1 Proven Engineering Practices 

Safety technologies incorporated into the facility 
design should have been proven by experience or 
testing and should be reflected in approved codes 
and standards. Significant new design features 
should be introduced only after thorough research 
and model or prototype testing at the component, 
system, or facility level, as appropriate. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for using 
sound engineering/scientific principles. The Re
viewer should consider the use of accepted design 
practices; valid analytical methods, tools, and data; 
proven technology or measures to demonstrate ade
quacy of new technology; and formal design processes 
that ensure quality. The Reviewer should confirm the 
Contractor's measures that address the QA methods 
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unique to analysis. The Reviewer should also verify 
measures to preclude the use of unverified design data 
and ensure that appropriate verification or qualifica
tion testing is completed before design data are used 
in subsequent activities, consistent with the results of 
the graded approach. The .Reviewer should identify 
and evaluate the Contractor's requirements for identi
fying and using suitable standards appropriate to the 
design product. 

Requirement 18 Design work, including changes, 
shall incorporate applicable requirements and design 
bases. 

Related top-level -safety standards and pnnciples stipu
lated by DOE 

4.1.5 Configuration Management 

4.1.5.1 Formal Configuration Management 

Formal configuration management should be ap
plied to all facility activities during the pro
gram's lifetime to ensure that programmatic ob
jectives, including safety, are fully achieved. 
Work should be performed and controlled accord
ing to pre-approved plans and procedures that 
clearly delineate responsibilities. Documented 
records should be retained 

4.1.5.2 Contractor Design Knowledge 

The Contractor operating organizations should 
become and remain familiar with the features and 
limitations of components included in the design 
of the facility. They should obtain appropriate 
input from the design organiZfltion on pre
operational testing, operating procedures, and the 
planning and conduct of training. 

4.1.5.3 Design Documentation 

A system should be used to control and maintain 
accurate as-built drawings during the life of the 
facility. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for a for
mal process, including systems engineering, to prop
erly establish and accurately incorporate requirements 
and design bases into the design and design changes. 
The Reviewer should verify that design changes, in
cluding those made during fabrication or construction, 
subsequent modifications, and any nonconforming 
items will be subject to design standards and controls 
consistent with those applied to the original design. 
The Reviewer should identify requirements for con
figuration management and control to ensure that oo-
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sign documents and records are appropriately gener
ated, controlled, and retained. The following is an ac
cepted consensus standard definition for Configuration 
Management (CM)JJ. 

"An integrated management program that estab
lishes consistency among design requirements, 
physical configuration, and facility documenta
tion, and maintains this consistency throughout 
the life of the facility as changes occur. The CM 
program consists of CM functions associated 
with the following program elements: program 
management, design requirements, document con
trol, change _control, and assessments. The CM 
program also includes design reconstitution and 
material condition and aging management as ad
junct programs." 

The Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Con
tractor's requirements for a process to identify struc
tures, systems, and components (SSCs) important to 
safety based on the results of the graded approach am 
should be able to establish the life expectancy of the 
SSC12

• The Reviewer should also identify require
ments for design documents to. be usable b)! all em 
users. 

Requirement 19 Design interfaces shall be identified 
and controlled. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for deter
mining design interfaces among interacting disci
plines or multiple contractors, both technical and ai
ministrative. These interacting disciplines and or
ganizations should have well-defined roles with ~ 
spect to responsibilities, .design reviews, design-basis 
exchange among disciplines and organizations, deliv
erables among disciplines and organizations, and as
sociated approvals. The Reviewer should identify am 
evaluate the Contractor's requirements for an interface 
control system that avoids, or identifies and corrects 
conflicts. 

Reguirement 20 The adequacy of design products 
shall be verified or validated by individuals or groups 
other than those who performed the work. 

~ Design verification is a formal documented 
process to establish that the resulting system, struc-

II 

12 

DOE-STD-1073-93-Pt. l, "Guide for Operational 
Configuration Management Programs," Glossary, 
page x. 
Top-level Radiological, Nuclear, and Process Stan
dards and Principles for 7WRS Privatization Con
tractors, DOE/RL-96-0006; Revision 0, Sections; 
4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.7.1, and 4.2.7.2. 

ture, or component will be fit for its intended use. 
The Reviewer should identify and evaluate the Con
tractor's policy and requirements to verify or validate 
design products consistent with the results of the 
graded approach. Measures may include technical ~ 
views, peer reviews, alternate calculations, qualifica
tion testing or limited use of reviews of comparable 
systems. Interim reviews may be made at predeter
mined stages of development. The extent and number 
of reviews should be based on the importance and 
complexity of the design product. The Re~ewer 
should confirm that technically qualified personnel, 
separate from those performing the design, will verify 
the design. The Reviewer may consider measures to 
promote quality improvement as part of the design 
verification. 

Requirement 21 Verification and validation work 
shall be completed before approval and implementa, 
tion of the design. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements to verify 
and validate the design before its use by other organi
zations. If verification cannot be completed before 
use by other organizations, unverified portions of the 
design should be identified and controlled. In all cases 
the design should be verified before it is approved and 
implemented. 

Criterion 7: Procurement 

Introduction This Criterion addresses the Contractor's 
establishing of measures to ensure that items am 
services provided by suppliers meet end-user require
ments consistent with the results of the graded ap
proach. The Reviewer should acknowledge the lim
ited procurement during Part-A activities in the 
evaluation of the Contractor's approach to this Crite
rion. Should procurement become a significant con
sideration, the Reviewer is referred to the Implementa
tion Guide for 10 CFR Part 830.120 for a fuller de
scription of the measures to be considered in the 
evaluation. 

Reguirement 22 Procured items and services shall 
meet established requirements and perform as speci
fied. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for the 
planning and control of the procurement process con
sistent with the results of the graded approach. The 
Reviewer should focus on measures to ensure the pro
curement process meets end-user requirements. 
Measures should provide for the clear, complete, am 
accurate communication of end-user requirements to · 
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the supplier; meeting suppliers', designers', and end
users' requirements during production of the item or 
services; and delivering the product on time and main
taining it until use. 

End-user requirements should include supplier docu
mentation, handling, packaging, shipping, or storage 
requirements. The Reviewer should identify aoo 
evaluate the Contractor's policies and requirements for 
documenting and controlling nonconforming items or 
services until compliance with the technical require
ments is demonstrated; and for acceptable deviations 
from requirements to be documented; controlled, re
viewed, and .approved. 

Requirement 23 Prospective suppliers shall be evalu
ated and selected on the basis of specified criteria. 

Review The Reviewer should identify Contractor's 
policies and requirements to ensure suppliers are 
qualified to provide required items or services. The 
Reviewer may consider use of metrics such as per
formance history and results of supplier evaluation 
based on facility visits or documented evidence. 

Requirement 24 Processes to ensure that approved 
suppliers continue to provide acceptable items t:nl. 
services shall be established and implemented. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements to establish 
a process to continually evaluate a supplier's contin
ued capability to provide acceptable items and serv
ices. The extent and number of reviews should be 
based on the results of the graded approach. Enhanced 
reviews may be stimulated by receipt of non
conforming items from the supplier. The Reviewer 
may consider performance criteria such as: work ac
tivities, facility inspection, process evaluation, prog
ress reports, change information, and nonconformance 
reviews. 

Criterion 8: Inspection and Acceptance Testing 

Introduction This Criterion addresses Contractor in
spection and testing provisions to verify that sys
tems, structures, and components (SSCs) are accept
able to specified requirements, consistent with the re
sults of the graded approach. The Reviewer should 
consider the limited use of SSCs during Part-A activi
ties in the evaluation of the Contractor's approach. 
Should use of SSCs become a significant considera
tion, the Reviewer is referred to the Implementation 
Guide for 10 CFR Part 830.120 for a fuller descrip
tion of measures to be considered in the evaluation. 
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Requirement 25. Inspection and testing of specified 
items, services, and processes shall be conducted us
ing established acceptance and performance criteria. 

Related top--level safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE 

4.3.5.J Operational Testing, Inspection, and 
Maintenance 

Structures, systems, and components important 
to safety should be the subject of appropriate, 
regular preventive maintenance, inspection, and 
testing and servicing when needed, to ensure that 
they remain capable of meeting their design re
quirements throughout the life of the facility. 
Such activities should be carried out in accor
dance with written procedures supported by qual
ity assurance measures. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements to establish 
inspection and testing of SSCs consistent with Part
A activities and the results of the graded approach. 
The Reviewer should consider measures to ensure that 
inspection and testing acceptance and performance cri
teria are developed based on requirements, and inspec
tion and testing activities are adequately planned, con
trolled, and documented. The Reviewer should con
sider provisions to control disposition of SSCs that 
do not conform, including tracking, repair, replace
ment, re-testing, and revaluation to specified criteria 
and disposal. The Reviewer should identify measures 
to ensure that equipment used for inspections is ap
propriate, and that personnel performing inspections 
and tests are trained and qualified in the test procedures 
and the equipment to be used and are certified in the 
appropriate discipline as necessary, e.g., Non
Destructive Examination qualifications. 

Requirement 26 Equipment used for inspections ad 
tests shall be calibrated and maintained. 

Review The Reviewer should identify Contractor's 
policies and requirements, to establish a formal, 
documented, calibration program consistent with Part
A activities and the results of the graded approach. 
Calibration standards should be traceable to a recog
niz.ed authority, such as the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology that gives the basis for the 
calibration. The Reviewer should evaluate the Con
tractor's provisions for the calibration of equipment 
and instruments used to establish the acceptance of 
items, processes, procedures or services; corrective ac
tions where out-of-calibration conditions occur; aoo 
the use of qualified personnel performing calibrations. 
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7. 5 Quality Assurance Criteria That Ap
ply To Work Assessment 

Criterion 9: Management Assessment 

Introduction This Criterion addresses Contractor 
management awareness of its organizational perform
ance related to achieving its goals and objectives and 
to the provisions management uses to encourage a 
continuous quality improvement process and to en
sure corrective actions are promptly, effectively and 
completely addressed. This Criterion applies to all 
Contractor activities and should be used -consistent 
with the results of the graded approach. The Re
viewer should consider the constraints imposed by the 
dynamic nature of Part-A activities and the limited pe
riod of work on the Contractor's selection of methods 
to satisfy this Criterion. 

Reguirement 27 Management shall assess their man
agement processes. 

Review This Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for assess
ing management processes. The Reviewer should 
consider measures to establish organizational goals 
and objectives, and the conduct of periodic assess
ments that evaluate the effectiveness of the entire in
tegrated management system to focus on achieving 
organizational goals. These measures should be con
sistent with the period of work for Part-A activities. 
The Reviewer should consider management identifica
tion of 1) processes for assessment such as strategic 
planning, organizational interfaces, cost control, use 
of performance indicators, staff training and qualifica
tions, and supervisory oversight and support; 2) con
ditions such as employee knowledge, motivation, and 
morale; worker trust and communication; worker · 
dedication to creativity and improvement; and ooe-
quacy of human resources; and 3) work observations 
such as upward evaluations, worker interviews, re
view of documentation, and conduct of drills or exer
cises. 

Requirement 28 Problems that hinder the organi;.a
tion from achieving its objectives shall be identified 
and corrected. 

Review The Reviewer should identify .Contractor's 
policies and requirements for identification and correc
tion of problems that hinder the organization from 
achieving its objectives, including corrective actions. 
The Reviewer should consider measures to use the in
formation acquired during assessments combined with 
other internal and external information to identify 
problems and to develop input to a continuos im
provement process. The Reviewer should evaluate 

the attention given by the Contractor to methods of 
improving processes and eliminating the barriers to 
achieving strategic goals and objectives. 

Criterion 10: Independent Assessment 

Introduction This Criterion addresses management 
awareness of performance of work processes related to 
the requirements and expectations of customers aIXI 
toward achieving the organization's goals and objec
tives. The Reviewer should evaluate the Contractors 
measures to asses its establishment of the QAP aIXI 
implementation. The provisions for input to a con
tinuos quality improvement process should also be 
considered. The Reviewer should consider the con
straints imposed by the dynamic nature of Part-A ac
tivities and the limited period of work on the Contrac
tor's selection of methods to satisfy this Criterion. 

Reguirement 29 Independent assessments shall be 
planned and conducted to measure item and service 
quality, to measure the adequacy of work perfonnance, 
and to promote improvement. 

Related toP:level safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE 

and 

4.3.1.5 Internal Surveillance and Audits 

Internal safety review procedures should be used 
by the Contractor to provide a continuing sur
veillance and audit of facility operational safety 
and to suppon the facility manager in overall 
safety responsibilities. 

4.4.1 Safety Review Organization 

The Contractor should establish a framework for 
its safety review organizations that are responsi
ble for assuring the safety of the facility. The 
separation between the responsibilities of the 
safety review organizations and those of the other · 
organizations should remain clear so that the 
safety review organizations retain their independ
ence as safety authorities. 

Review The Reviewer should identify and evaluate 
the Contractor's policies and requirements for man
agement to develop and implement an independent as
sessment program. The program should assess or
ganizations, programs, and projects with the objective 
of evaluating the performance of work processes, and 
promoting improvement with regard to requirements 
and expectations of DOE. The Reviewer should con
sider the establishment of specified criteria grounded 
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in a perfonnance-based approach. The Reviewer 
· should consider the planning of assessments, and se

lection of activities for assessment, such as design, 
that are most directly related to final objectives, and 
its emphasis on safety and product quality. The Re
viewer should consider the selection of types of inde
pendent assessments such as inspections, peer and 
technical reviews, audits, surveillances, or combina
tions thereof; and the frequency of independent as
sessments in light of activities j)eing assessed and 
their importance. · The Reviewer should evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Contractor's approach to measure 
item and service quality, to measur~ adequacy of work 
perfonnance, and to promote improvement. 

Requirement 30 The group performing_ independent 
assessments shall have sufficient authority and free
dom from the line to carry out its responsibilities. 

Review The Reviewer should evaluate the independ
ence and authority afforded the Contractor's group per
forming the assessment. The Reviewer should con
sider the advisory function of the group, the level to 
which the group reports in the overall organization, 
and its independence and access to appropriate author
ity. The Reviewer should also confirm that the group 
would have no direct responsibilities or dependencies 
in the areas they are assessing. The Reviewer should 
also confirm that the group's role includes assisting 
those who are being assessed to improve quality. 

Requirement 31 Persons conducting independent as
sessments shall be technically qualified and knowl
edgeable in the areas assessed. 

Related top-level safety standards and principles stipu
lated by DOE 

4.4.2 Qualified Personnel 

Internal safety oversight should be conducted by 
qualified personnel to ensure that the safety stan
dards are consistently met. 

Review The Reviewer should identify Contractor's 
policies and requirements for ensuring personnel con
ducting independent assessments are technically quali
fied and knowledgeable. The Reviewer should con
sider measures to establish appropriate qualifications 
for the assessments and to select appropriate person
nel for conduct of the assessment. For assessments 
perfonned by personnel who are internal to the or
ganization, the Reviewer should identify a policy that 
requires the use of certified personnel, as established 
by Criterion 2 for assessing work. For assessments 
perfonned by personnel who are external to the or
ganization, the Reviewer should identify a policy that 
requires a certification program be established to en-
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sure the assessor's credentials qualifying them to per
form the particular assessment. 

8. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

As an additional consideration, it should be noted that 
the DOE intends to transition regulation of the 
TWRS Privatization Contractors to the NRC in the 
future. It will be extremely useful to document the 
level of consistency that exists between the Contrac
tor's initial QAP as reviewed against 10 CFR Part 
830.120 and NRC requirements. Within the bounds 
of 10 CFR Part 830.120, the Reviewer should evalu
ate the Contractor's initial QAP for consistency with 
NRC QA practices related to 10 CFR 70. Inconsis
tencies with NRC requirements should be noted for 
use by the RU to assist the future transition. This 
part of the review will not reflect on the acceptability 
of the Contractor's initial QAP, but is only for the 
benefit of the RU. · 
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10. ABBREVIATIONS 

CFR Code of Federal Regulation 

CM Configuration Management 

DOE Department of Energy 

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

QA Quality Assurance 

QAP Quality Assurance Program 

RL Richland Operations Office 

RFP TWRS Privatization Request for Proposal 

RU Office of Radiological, Nuclear, and Process 
Safety Regulation (Regulatory Unit) 

SSC Structures, Systems, and Components 

TWRS Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System 

11. GLOSSARY 

Administrative Controls. Provisions relating to or
ganization and management, procedures, record keep
ing, assessment, and reporting necessary to ensure 
safe operation of a facility; 

Common-Cause Failures. Dependent failures that are 
caused by a condition external to a system or set of 
components that make system or multiple component 
failures more probable than multiple independent fail
ures. 

Common-Mode Failures. Dependent failures caused 
by susceptibilities inherent in certain systems or 
components that make their failures more probable 
than multiple independent failures due to those com
ponents having the same design or design conditions 
that would result in the same level of degradation. 

Contractor(s). The private company(ies) selected to· 
contract with DOE for construction and operation of 
the technologies and facilities necessary to retrieve, 
process tank waste, and deliver treated waste products 
to DOE for storage or disposal. 

Controlled Area. The physical area enclosing the fa
cility by a common perimeter (security fence). Ac
cess to this area can be controlled by the Contractor. 
The controlled area may include identified restricted 
areas. 

~-
13 The process and the result of developing 

the concept, detailed plans, supporting calculations 
and specifications for a nuclear facility and its parts. 

Desi~n Basis. The information that identifies the 
specific functions to be performed by structures, sys
tems, or components of the facility and the specific 
values or ranges of values chosen for controlling pa
rameters as reference bounds for design. 

Director of the Regulatory Unit. An individual who 
has been delegated the authority to execute the radio
logical, nuclear, and process safety regulation of 
TWRS Privatization Contractors. 

Document. Document means recorded information 
that describes, specifies, reports, certifies, requires, or 
provides data or results. A document is not consid
ered a record until it meets the definition of record. 

Facility. Those buildings and equipment directed to a 
common purpose and those activities and supporting 
elements occurring at a single location. 

13 Derived from the definition of design used in 
lAEA Code on the Safety i:,f Nuclear Power 
Plants: Quality Assurance, 50-C-QA (Rev.I) 
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Graded A12proach. A process by which the level of 
analysis, documentation, and actions necessary to 
comply with a requirement in this part are commen
surate with: 
1) The relative importance to safety, safeguards, aoo 
security; 
2) The magnitude of any hazard involved; 
3) The life cycle stage of a facility; 
4) The programmatic mission of a facility; 
5) The particular characteristics of a facility; and 
6) Any other relevant factor. 

Integrated Safety Management Plan CTSMP) Evalua
tion Report. The document, approved and issued by 
the Director of the Regulatory Unit, that addresses the 
adequacy of the Contractor's Integrated Safety Man
agement Program as reflected in its Integrated Safety 
Management Plan. 

Integrated Safety Management Program. A set of in
tegrated activities that is directed toward the manage
ment or control of radiological, nuclear, and process 
hazards such that adequate protection is provided to 
workers, the public, and the environment. 

Item. Item is an all-inclusive term used in place of 
any of the following: appurtenance, assembly, com
ponent, equipment, material, module, part, structure, 
subassembly, subsystem, system, unit, or support 
systems. 

Nonreactor Nuclear Facility. Those activities or op
erations that involve radioactive and/or fissionable 
materials in such form and quantity that a nuclear 
hazard potentially exists to the employees or the gen
eral public. Incidental use and generating of radioac
tive materials in a facility operation (e.g., check ml 
calibration sources, use of radioactive sources in re
search and experimental and analytical laboratory IK:

tivities, electron microscopes, and X-ray machines) 
would not ordinarily require the facility to be included 
in this definition. Transportation of radioactive mate
rials, accelerators and reactors and their operations are 
not included. The application of any rule to a nonre
actor nuclear facility shall be applied using a gra:led 
approach. Included are activities or operations that: 

I) Produce, process, or store radioactive liquid or 
solid waste, fissionable materials, or tritium; 

2) Conduct separations operations; 

3) Conduct irradiated materials inspection, fuel fabri
cation, decontamination, or recovery operations; 

4) Conduct fuel enrichment operations; 

5) Perform environmental remediation or waste man
agement activities involving radioactive materials; 
or 

6) Design, manufacture, or assemble items for use 
with radioactive materials and/or fissionable mate-
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rials in such form or quantity that .a nuclear ha7.a1d 
potentially exists. 

Normal Qperation. Steady-state operation and those 
departures from steady-state operation that are ex
pected frequently or regularly in the course of facility 
operation, system testing, and maintenance. It in
cludes conditions such as startup, shutdown, standby, 
anticipated operational occurrences, operation with 
specific equipment out of service as permitted by the 
approved operational constraints, and routine inspec
tion, testing, and maintenance of components and 
systems during any of these conditions if it is consis
tent with the approved operational constraints. 

Nuclear Facility. Reactor and nonreactor nuclear fa
cilities. 

~- (Related to Safety) Any activity involving a 
highly hazardous chemical including use, storage, 
manufacturing, handling, or the on-site movement of 
such chemicals, or a combination of these activities. 

Process. (Related to Quality Assurance) A series of 
actions that achieves an end or result. 

Process Safety. The operation of facilities that han
dle, use, process, or store hazardous. materials in a 
manner free of episodic or catastrophic incidents. 
However, the handling, use, processing, and storage 
of materials with inherent hazardous properties can 
never be done in the total absence of risk. Process 
safety is an ideal condition towards which one strives. 

Public. Individuals who are not occupationally en
gaged at the Hanford Site. 

.Qualin'... The condition achieved when an item, serv
ice, or process meets or . exceeds the user's· require
ments and expectations. 

Oua)jty Assurance. All those actions th~t provide 
confidence that quality is achieved. 

Quality Assurance Program or OAP. The overall 
program established to assign responsibilities arxi 
authorities, define policies and requirements, and pro
vide for the performance and assessment of work. 

&!;;Qm. A completed document or other media that 
provides objective evidence of an item, service, or 
process. 

Re~lat01:y Unit. The organization reporting to the 
Director of the Regulatory Unit dedicated to support
ing the Director in executing regulatory authority. 

Reliability Tar,:ets. Quantified probabilistic expecta
tions that a component, equipment, or system will 
perform its intended function satisfactorily under 
given circumstances, such as environmental condi
tions, limitations as to operation time, and frequency 
and thoroughness of maintenance for a specified pe-
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riod of time. Identified important to safety items are 
expected to perform their function satisfactorily 
through all design basis accident conditions. 

Requirements. Standards that are mandated by an 
authority through statute, regulation, or contract. 

Safe State. A situation in which the facility process 
has been rendered safe and no pressurized material 
flow occurs in the process lines. Any active, energy 
generating, process reactions are in controlled or pas
sive equipment. The structures, systems, and com
ponents necessary to reach and maintain this condi
tion are functioning in a stable manner, with all proc
ess parameters within normal safe state ranges. 

Service. The performance of work, such as design, 
construction, fabrication, inspection, nondestructive 
examination/testing, environmental qualification, 
equipment qualification, repair, installation, or the 
like. 

Standards. The expressed expectation for the perform
ance of work. 

Worker. Worker means an individual within the con
trolled area of the facility performing work for or in 
conjunction with the Contractor or utilizing Contrac
tor facilities. 

APPENDIX A. ADDENDUM TO CRITE
RION 6, DESIGN 

The following is an addendum to Criterion 6, Design. 
This appendix is .a duplication of Section 4.2, 
"Design, Construction, and Pre-Operational Testing" 
of the DOE document titled, Top-Level Radiological, 
Nuclear, and Process Safety Standards and Principles 
for TWRS Privatization Contractors, DOFJRL-96-
0006; Revision 0. Because conformance to DOFJRL-
96-0006 is required, this Section will be used by the 
Reviewers to evaluate the Contractor's Quality As
surance Program plan of the TWRS Privatization 
Program. 

4.2 Design. Construction. and Pre-Operational 
~ 

4.2.1 ~ 

4.2.1.1 Safety Design 

The facility should be designed for a set of events 
such as: normal operation, including anticipated op
erational occurrences, maintenance, and testing; exter
nal events; and postulated accidents. 

4.2.1.2 Risk Assessment 

Acceptable risk analyses should be applied during the 
design to delineate provisions for the prevention and 
mitigation, including emergency preparedness and re
sponse, of otherwise risk-dominant events. 

4.2.1.3 Safety Analysis 

A safety analysis should be carried out as required to 
evaluate the safety performance of the design and iden
tify requirements for operations. 

4.2.2 Proven Engineering Practices/Margins 

4.2.2.1 Proven Engineering Practices 

Safety technologies incorporated into the facility re
sign should have been proven by experience or testing 
and should be reflected in approved codes and stan
dards. Significant new design features should be in
troduced only after thorough research and model or 
prototype testing at the component, system, or facil
ity level, as appropriate. 

4.2.2.2 Common-Mode/Common-Cause Failure 

Design provisions should be included to limit the 
loss of safety functions due to damage to several 
structures, systems, or components important to 
safety resulting from a common-cause or common
mode failure. 

4.2.2.3 Safety System Design and Qualification 

Structures, systems, and components important to 
safety should be designed and qualified to function as 
intended in the environments associated with the 
events for which they are intended to respond. The ef
fects of aging on normal and abnormal functioning 
should be considered in design and qualification. 

4.2.2.4 Codes and Standards 

Codes and standards for vessels and piping should be 
supplemented by additional measures (such as ero
sion/corrosion programs and piping in-service inspec
tions) to mitigate conditions arising that could lead to 
an unacceptable release of radioactivity during the op
erational life of the facility. 

4.2.2.5 Criticality 

The facility should be designed and operated in a 
manner that prevents nuclear criticality. 

4.2.3 Radiation Protection 

4.2.3.1 Radiation Protection Practices 
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An acceptable system of radiation protection practices 
should be followed in the design, construction, aoo 
pre-operational testing phases of the facility for the 
protection of workers and the public. 

4.2.3.2 Radiation Protection Features 

At the design stage, radiation protection features 
should be incorporated to protect workers from radia
tion exposure and to keep emissions of radioactive ef
fluents ALARA and within prescribed limits. 

4.2.3.3 Deactivation, Decontamination, and De-
commissioning Design 

The design of the facility should incorporate provi
sions to facilitate deactivation and the final decom
missioning. The objective of these provisions should 
be to reduce radiation exposures to Hanford Site per
sonnel and the public both during and following dea::
tivation and decommissioning activities and to mini
mize the quantity of radioactive waste generated dur
ing deactivation, decontamination and decommission
ing. 

4.2.3.4 Deactivation Plan 

There should be an approved plan for deactivation of 
the facility before it is constructed. 

4.2.4 Emer~ency Preparedness 

4.2.4.1 Support Facilities 

The facility design should provide additional capabil
ity to place and maintain the facility in a safe state 
following an accident if the normal control areas are 
expected to become uninhabitable. 

4.2.5 Inherent/Passive Safety Characteristics 

4.2.5 .1 Safety Margin Enhancement 

Design features that enhance the margins of safety 
through simplified, inherent, passive, or other highly 
reliable means to accomplish safety functions should 
be employed to the maximum extent practical. 

4.2.6 Human Factors 

4.2.6.1 Human Error 

The possibility of human error in facility operations 
should be taken into account in the design by facili
tating correct decisions by operators and inhibiting 
wrong decisions and by providing means for detecting 
and correcting or compensating for error. 
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4.2.6.2 Instrumentation and Control Design 

Sufficient. instrumentation and control capability 
should be provided so that under normal operating and 
postulated accident conditions the operators can diag
nose facility conditions, place and maintain the facil
ity in a safe state, and mitigate accidents. If neces
sary, measures should be provided to protect the op
erator in the performance of these functions. 

4.2.6.3 Safety Status 

Parameters to be monitored in the control room 
should be selected and their displays should be ar
ranged to ensure that operators have clear and unam
biguous indications of the status of facility conditions 
important to safety, especially for the purpose of 
identifying and diagnosing the actuation and operation 
of a system or components important to safety. 

4.2. 7 Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, 
and Inspectability <RAMU 

4.2. 7 .1 Reliability 

Reliability targets should be assigned to structures, 
systems, and components or functions important to 
safety. The targets should be consistent with the 
roles of the structures, systems, and components or 
functions in different accident conditions. Provision 
should be made for appropriate testing and inspection 
of structures, systems, and components for which re
liability targets have been set. 

4.2. 7 .2 Availability, Maintainability, and Inspec-
tability 

Structures, systems and components important to 
safety should be designated, designed and constructed 
for appropriate inspection, testing, · and maintenance 
throughout their operating lives to verify their con
tinued acceptability for service with an adequate safety 
margin. 

4.2.8 Pre-Operational Testing 

4.2.8.1 Testing Program 

A pre-operational testing program should be estab
lished and followed to demonstrate that the entire fa
cility, especially items important to safety, have been 
constructed and function according to the design in
tent, and to ensure that weaknesses are detected and 
corrected. 

4.2.8.2 Operational Systems and Functional Testing 
Procedures Validation 
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Procedures for normal facility and systems operation 
and for functional tests to be performed during the op
erating phase should be validated as part of the pre
operational testing program. 

4.2.8.3 Safety Systems Data 

During pre-operational testing, detailed diagnostic data 
should be collected on systems and components im
portant to safety and the initial operating parameters 
of the systems and components should be recorded. 

4.2.8.4 Design Operating Characteristics 

During the pre-operational testing program, the as
built operating characteristics of process systems, aIXl 
systems and components important to safety should 
be determined and documented. Operating points 
should be adjusted to conform to values in the design 
basis. Training procedures and limiting conditions 
for operation should be modified to accurately reflect 
the operating characteristics of the systems and com
ponents as built. 
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